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in which m, 6 are arbitrary constants ; the corresponding differential equation
is easily obtained.    The equations, which give the envelope, are
sin b(x~cl cos 0) — cos 6 (y — a sin 6) =0,
These are all satisfied by
a
£=— ,
#2 + y2 =_ a2,
which give
but z is arbitrary.
The equations are also satisfied by
and the corresponding eliminant is
The last equation represents the envelope ; the doubly infinite system of
cones is generated by the revolution, round the directrix of a parabola, of all
the right circular cones whose vertices lie on the tangent at the vertex to the
parabola, and one slant side of any one of which coincides with the tangent to
the parabola drawn through the vertex of the cone. The equation
is that of the cylinder on which lie all the (singular) circles which are the loci
of the vertices of the cones in the revolution round the directrix.
For fuller information on the subject of the Singular Integrals of partial
differential equations of the first order a memoir by da.rboux, Mtfmoires de
VInstitut de France, t. xxvii. (1880), should be consulted.
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La,grange's Linear Equation.
184 We have seen that among the integrals of a differential
equation there is one — tHe General Integral — into the expression
of which an arbitrary function enters; the deduction of the
differential equation from the integral implies the elimination of
this arbitrary function. The simplest form possible for an integral
of this nature, when there are two independent variables, is the
equation
<l>(u)v) = Q ........................ (i),
in which <£> is an arbitrary functional symbol and u and v are
definite functions of %, y and z.    In order to eliminate <£ we
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